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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, 
NOBYOSHI. H. KODAMA AND ABRAHAM I. GANCHER, OF NEW YORK, N.Y., 

ASSIGNORS TO AUTOMATIC AIDDING MACHINEA 
YORK, N. Y. 

COMPANY, OF NEW 

ADDING-MACHINE. 
No. 816,342. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented March 27, 1908. 

Application Sled January 19, 1905, Serial No. 241,783, 

To ti it'll of it i? concern: 
Pe is known that we, Noh Yoshi H. Ko 

LAMA a subject of the Mikado of Japan, 
and ABRAAM. I. GANCHER, a citizen of the 
United States, both residents of the city of 
New York, borough of Manhattan, in the 
county and State of New York, have invent 
ed a new and Inproved Adding-Machine, of 
which the following is a full, clear, and exact 
description. • - - 

The object of the invention is to provide a new and improved adding-machine which is 
comparatively simple and durable in con 
struction, not liable to easily get out of order, 
and arranged to permit convenient manipu 
li E. a view to add up any desired 
number of sums and indicate the total, and 
more particularly to add sums representing 
money in dollars and cents or other denomi 
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... provement. 

nations. - 

The invention consists of novel feature 
and perts and combinations of the same, as 
will more fully described hereinafter and 
then pointed out in the claims. . . 
A practical embodiment of the invention 

is represented in the accompanying draw 
ings, forming a part of this specification, in 
which similar characters of reference indicate 
corresponding parts in all the views. - 

Figure is a perspective view of the im 
Fig."2 is an enlarged face view 

of the improvement detached from the stand 
and its casing removed. Fig. 3 is arear face view of the same, the operating-chains being 
removed. Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross-section 
of the improvement on the line 4 4 of Fig. 2, 
Fig. 5 is a like view of the same on the line 5 
5 of Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a similar view of the 
same, s owing the parts in a different posi 
tion. Fig. 7 is an enlarged longitudinal sec 
tional elevation of the same on the line 77 of 
Fig. 4. Fig. 8 is a cross-section of the same 
on the line 88 of Fig. 7. Fig. 9 is a face view 
of one of the disk cams, and Fig. 10 is a per 
spective view of one of the numeral-plates. 
The adding-machine, as shown in Fig.1, is 

renovably mounted on a stand A, provided 
fresh 

numerals froin' O' 

at its rear end with a rack B for 
the bills, checks, or other guests C, 
whichi the amounts to be alded are read, the. 

the front of the stand A, and in the said cas 
ing is fitted A frame E, in which is journaled a 
spindle F, un which are mounted to turn. 
loosely number-wheels G, G, G, G, G, G, 
and G', each having on its peripheral face the 

fog 'the number-wheel 
G representing unit cents, the number-wheel 
G' tens of cents, arid the number-wheels G, 
G, G, G, and G' representing unit dollars, 
tens of 

! sands and tens of 
is, however, expressly understood that the 
wheels may represent other denominations 
of money besides dollars and cents as, men 
tioned. The numeral which is on the top of 
a wheel at the time is visible through a corre 
sponding aperture D'in the casing to allow 
the operator to read the aggregate amount of 

termore fully de 
scribed. . . . . . 

In order to turn each number-wheel man 
ually and independently of the others, the 
following device is provided. On the hub of 

: each number-wheel G, G, G, G, G, G, and 

the sums added, as hereina 

i G' is secured a sprocket-wheel H, over which 
passes a sprocket-chain H, also passing over 

separe . . 

SS 

dollars, hundreds of dollars, and thou thousands of dollars, it 
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an idle sprocket-wheel H, mounted to turn 
loosely on a shaft I, fixed in the frame E. 
The top The top. run of each chain H travels over.a. 
table E, forming part of the frame E, and 

cured to or forming part of the tible Egrits 
supporting-frame iP EE surfaces of the numeral-plates are provi 
merals '0' to '9' intransverse alinement 
jacent numerals corresponding to the length 
of a link of the chain H'. The numeral-plates 
Jand portions of the upper runs of the chains H' appear through openingsD in the top of 
the casing D. to allow the operator to see the 
of the chain H. by the use of a suitable tool R 
in the hand of the operator to pull the chain 
along in the direction of the arrow' (see Fig. 

until the tool abuts against the lower (d. D of the opening D, the said lower edge) 
tlsus foreign step for the texts. This listi 
a chain is, is: ; the use of the to il the 

upper run of each chain extends in a guideway formed by numeral-plates J, se 

ninerals on the plates and to engage the link 

ed with the nu 
90 

with an opening D", the distance between ad 
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documents being displayed to allow the per-corresppnding number-wheel is turned list los 
ator to conveniently read the amounts sue. cessively. The adding-machine is provided tabegiogresponding to the travel of the hai; 

Nuwif for instance it is desired it is all '! with a casing D, fitting an inclinett recess in h anyone of the devices, it is only necessary 
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for the operator to engage the tool with the 
corresponding chain at the link in register 
with the numeral '4' of the adjacent nu 
neralplate J and to then pull on the chain in 
the direction of the arrow a' until the tool. 
abuts against the lower edge D of the open 
ing R', the tool then being disengaged E. 
the chain-link. If it is desired to add '9' nt 
any of the devices, the tool is engaged with 

) 
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the corresponding chain at the link register 
ing with the numeral '9' of the nuncral 
plate J, and then the chain is pulled down 
ward until the tool abuts against the lower 
edge D of the opening D. The number 
wheels turn in the direction of the arrow b': 
The numeral-plates J for the units and 

tens of cents are PSE in contrast to the adjacent numeral-plates J for the units, tens, 
and hundreds of dollars, and the thousands 
and tens-of-thousands numeral-plates J are 
likewise in contrast to the said units, tens, 
and hundreds of dollars numeral-plates, to 
enable the operator to readily distinguish the 
several numeral-plates with a view to facili 
tating the use of the machine. 
In order to turn a number-wheel from a 

Resis one whenever the latter moves 
om'9' to '0,' the following device is pro 

vided: In each number-wheelG, G', G, G, 
G', and Gis fulcrumed a sidewise-extending 
awl L, adapted to engage a ratchet-wheel 
, secured on the hub of the next following 

number-wheel, and the said pawl I rides on 
the peripheral face of a disk can O, secured 
to the spindle F, normally locked against ro 
tation on the frame E, as hereinafter more 
fully described. Each disk cam O is ar ranged to aormally hold the correspondin 
E. Lu out of sign; with the next fol 

owing ratchet-wheel N, and each disk cam 
O is provided with a cut-out portion O' to al 
low the pawl to move into engagement, 
with a tooth of the ratchet-wheel N with a 
view to turn the latter to rotate the following 
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numberiwheel a sufficient distance to bring 
the next following numeral into view at the 
opening D'. In order to cause the pawl to travelinwardly on the cut-out portion. O', a 
cam-arm"Pis R dyided, (see Figs. 5 and 6,) 
registering with the cut-out portion O, and 
consequently ES the pawl I to follow the cutout portion O", and thereby engage a 
toc.h of the ratchet wheel N with a view to 
turn the same and its number - wheel, it being understood that the corresponding 
aprocket-wheel H and chain H' move with 
the number-wheel. When the number-wheel 
G, for instance, turns from '9" to "0" then in the pawl I of this number-wheel G engages 
the ratchet-wheel N, secured on the hub of 
the libershed, and thus turns the 
number-wheel G' the distance between two successive nunierls to bring the next folloy ing numeral in view at the opening D'. In 

ting the severa 
listing inaccuracies. 

816,849 

other words, when the number-wheel G has 
completed a revolution and registered nine 
cents it turns the next number-wheel G' to 
the following numeral to indicate a corre 
sponding ten. In a like manner the number 
wheel G' turns the number-wheel (, nind the 
latter the number - wheel G. and so on 
throughout the series whenever a number 
wheel moves from ')' to 'O' position. 

In order to prevent the number-wheels and 
the parts attached thereto from turning in a 
reverse direction or accidentally beyond the 
distance they should travel, spring-dogs 
are provided, engaging at the time in tooth cy 
the corresponding sprocket wheel Il, as 
plainly indicated in Fig. 4. As indicated in 
the drawings, the cann-arms l are formed from a single plate, and in a like nnnner the 
dog's Q are integral parts of the plate, and the 
said plates are fastened by the same means, 
such as screws, to the under side of the table Ethe plates being superimposed, as plminly 
indicated in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. By laying the 
plates, with the spring can arms the con 
struction is very much simplified, and as the 
arnis can yield any slight inaccuracies in the 
construction of tie adjacent parts or inac 
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curacies caused by wear of the parts do not, 
affect the proper working of the nachine, it 
being understood that the spring cam-arms 
P. yield su?liciently to compensate for any ex the 

In order to E. of conveniently reset 
. . . y ninnber-wheels to '' ()' before 

starting on the operation, the following de 
vice is provided: One end of the spindle F. 
RES beyond the frame E and casing I), 

the 

and on this end of the spindle is arranged in 
knob R, adapted to turn with and to slide longitudinally on the said spindle F. The 
knob Ris provided with an elongated slot l', 
(sce Fig. 7) engaged by a pin R, fastened to 

spindle F, so that when the knoll is 
turned the spindle F turns with it. Nor 
mally, however, the knob R is lield against 
turning, and for this purpose the inner end of 
the knob is provided with pi R, adapted 
to engage an aperture E it one sicle of the 
frame E. In ortler to discngage the E" R 
from the aperture E, it is necessary for the 
operator to exert, an outward pull on the 
knob. R. Normally the knoll is held in 
locking position by a spring l', lheld in a cent 
tral recess l', arranged in the outer end of 
the knoll, the said spring abutting against 
the inside of a heat l', secured to or forning 
part of the spindle E. Each of the number. 
wheels G, G, G, G, G, G, and Gis provided 
w h a pawls, (see Fig. 8,) extending in a re 
verse direction to the normal turning of the 
number-wheel, the said pawl first on by a spring S. to hold the free in of the bawlin peripheral engagement, with the spin 
dle F.'; 'The latter is provided with alongitu 
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dinally-extending recess or keyway F, ndapt 
ed to be engaged by the free end of the pawl 
Swhen the spindle F is turned in a forward 
direction, so that the spindle F causes the 
several number-wheels G, G', G, G, G, G, 
and 'G' to turn when:ver their pawls S drop 
into engagement with the recess F. The 
several pawls S are so arranged in their num 
ber-wheels that when they move in register 
with the recess F the numerals of the several 
number-wheels stand in alinement with each 
other. When it is desired to reset the ma 
chine, it is only necessary for the operator to 
ull the knob R outward to unlock.the knob 
y disengaging the pin R from the aperture 
E, and then the operator turns the knob, and 
consequently the spindle F, in the direction 
of the arrow b'-tfiat is, in the direction in 
which the number-wheels turn when the na 
chine is used for adding sums. This rotation 
of the spindle F causes engagement of the 
several pawls S, so that the number-wheels 

, G, G, G, and G' are finally all 
brought ir to such a position that their nu 
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hierals stand in a linement, and consequently 
the operator on further turning of the knob 
R and spindle F can finally bring the '0' of 
the several number-wheels to appear in the 
openings D. 
. The operation is as follows: Presuming 
that the aggregate annount of several sums already added by the use of the niachine is 
'S300.32 and the next suit to be added to 
'S5,200' the amuunt of the check shown in 
Fig. 1, the operator by the use of the tool K. 
engages the chain, H for the numberwheel 

49 
. The tool is then disengaged from the chain 
The travel of the chain causes, the rotation of 
the number-wheel G to the extent of two 

45 The operator now engages the tool with the 

G' (hundreds of dolla's) opposite the num 
ber ''2'' on the numeral plate J and then 
pulls this chain downward until the pawl K 

downwall. 

B 

ing, D', 'The operator now engages the tool 
with the clain for the numbey-wheel G" op 
posite the nuantial 'S' of the correspontling 
nume,'al-late and then pulls the chain 

wail. The NuswS. G' is t.the 
the distance of eight numbers, and in doing 
so the wheel stops with the numeral '1' lis 
played in the opening D', and as the wheel was 
turned fom '9' to 'O' it is evident that its 
pawl Lengaged the ratchet-wheel N of the 
next following number-wheel G, so that the 
latter was turned to the following number 
that is, to the number 'l'- which now ap 
peasin the opening D", and the total amount 
now registered is $5,501.16.' When it is 
desired to reset the machine so that '0' of 
the several wheels G, G, G, G, G, G, and 
G' appears in the openings D', it is only nec 
essary for the operator to pull the knob R 
outward to unlock it and then turn it in the 
direction of the arrow b', so that the spindle 
F finally engages the several pawls Sto turn the nuinberwheels in the reverse direction 
until the '0' of the several wheels appears 
in the openings D'. When this has been 
done, the operator releases the knob R, so 

position that is, engages the pit, 
opening E to hold t knob, and 

that ERPS R pushes the knob back to its originia 
Ri with the 
consequently the spindle F, against turning 
until the machine is again reset, as above cle 
scribed. . . . 

Instead of working the machine from the 
right to the left, as described-that is, start 
ing with the unit cents it may be actuated 
from the left to the right, the final total ap 
pearing th:ough the openings D' in either 
case. By placing the casing. P, containing 
the works of the adding-machine, in an in 

abuts against the edge D of the opening D'. clined position in the fame the operato can 
conveniently apply the tool to the corre 

numbers, so that the numeral '5' 9f this number-wheel now appeas in its opening D. 
chain H for the numbe-wheel Gopposite 
the numeral '5' (see Fig.1 s m ) as 

... calls for five-thousandso aollas, and then 
the operator pulls this chain downward until. the tool abuts against the edge D, and this 
movement of the chair causes the wheel G. 

as the check 

sponding chainfo pull the same downward the tool preferably consisting of a handled 
shank having an angular terminal or hook 
for engagement of a link of a chain. 

In practice it has been found convenient 
to form recesses in the number-wheels for the 
reception of the pawls L and S and EF S' 
and to cover the said recesses and olf the 
same in place by a suitable cap, as plainly in dicated in Fig. 7, the cup, howeve', forming a 
part of the heel and bening the numerals 

to turn from 0 position until the numeral or digits on its flange. 'a' s s - a 35' appea:'s in the corresponding opening D'. The adding machine may be held in the 
The talamount now indicated at the open-i hand and worked instead of being placed on 
ingsfrappeasas's 5,500.32'-that is, the the stand, and she machine is Yey coll aggregate amount of the original sum of pact it does not take up much space, can be 
S30632' and that, of the checki'85,200." conveniently carried if a pocket, and used at 

If the next fgllowing checkis for say, eighty 
'60. 

Af 
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any time, Ry having the resetting.levice 
ited the manner describefit takes 

sists. ter but a few mements to set the 
of thineral-plate J number-wheels to "0 to permit almost in 

and then pullshe chain downward, as previ: stant use of thenachine for adding up an 
ER alescribedsp that the wheel other column of figures. 

fircentshepeatengages the tool with Sonstru in SE Geppo- the spe: 

is turned 
until the numeral;'6'', appears in the irr 
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ing a cut-out portion for allowing the pawl to 

number-wheels mounted to rotate loosely iii 

4. 816,343 

and its working parts comparatively few and number-wheel, sidewise-projecting pawls one 
not liable to easily get out of order, long life for each number-wheel and adapted to en 
of the machine is insured. gage the ratchet-wheel of the next following 

Having thus described our invention, we number-wheel in the series, fixed disk cams 
o 
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claim as new and desire to secure by Ietters one for each pawl, concentric with the num 
Patent- ber-wheels, each disk cam' normally holding. 

1. An adding-machine RE ase: the corresponding pawl out of engagement 
res of number-wheels, manually-controlled with the ratchet-wheel of the next following 
means for turning the said number-wheels, number-wheel, the disk cams each having a 
independent one of the other, a ratchet-cut-out portion for allowing the pawl to move 
wheel for each number-wheel, sidewise-pro into engagement with the ratchet-wheel on 
jecting pawls, one for each number wheel the number-wheel carrying the pawl com 
and adapted to engage the ratchet wheel of pleting a turn, a plate carrying integral 
the next following number-wheel in the se-spring-cams registering with the cut-out por 
ries, fixed disk cams, one for each pawl, con-tions of the disk cams to direct the pawls 
centric with the number-wheels, each disk into said cut-outportions, and a plate carrying can normally holding the corresponding integral spring-dogs engaging the E. 
pawl out of engagement with the ratchet wheels ESS; number-wheels, the 
wheel of the next following number-wheel, said plates being superimposed and secured 
the disk can having a cut-out portion for by the same means to the under side of the 
with the ratchet-wheel on the number wheel on each number w eel, and extending in the 
carrying the pawl completing a turn, and reverse direction to that in which the wheel 
a spring-arm fixed at one end and provided is normally turning, the said pawl being 
at the other end with a calm, having a curved adapted to engage aredess on the spindle. 
edge corresponding to the cut-out portion of 4. An adding-machine comprising a frame 
the disk cam for causing the pawl to follow having a table and numeral-plates on the 
the said cut-out portion. said table, spaced apart to form guideways, a 

2. An adding-machine ERs alse spindle journaled in the said frame. and nor ries of number-wheels, manually-controlled mally held against turning, number-wheels 
mounted to rotate loosely in one direction on the said spindle and independent one of the 
other, sprocket-wheels, each secured to a cor 
respon ing number-wheel and turning there 
with, an idler sprocket-wheel journaled in 
the frame, an endless chain passing over the 

means for turning the said number-wheels 
independent one of the other, a ratchet-wheel 
for each numberwheel sidewise-projecting 
pawls, one for each nunnber-wheel and adapt 
ed to engage the ratchet-wheel of the next 
following number-wheel in the series, fixed 
disk cans, one for each pawl, concentric with 
the number-wheels, each disk call normally corresponding each to the distance between lholding the corresponding pawl out of en adjacent nunerals on the numeral-plates, a 
agement with the ratchet-wheel of the next ratchet-wheel turning with each number 
SE number-wheel, the disk cam hav- wheel a pawl pivoted in a recess in each num 

ber-wheel and extending sidewise to engage 
the ratchet-wheel of the next adjacent num 
ber-wheel, and means directing a pawl into 
and out of engagement with its ratclhet 
wheel, the said means consisting of disk cams 
held on the spindle and over the PEE edges bf ER ride the said pawls, each disk 
can having a cut-out portion in its periph: 
ery, spring can-plates fixed on the fraim and registering with said cut-out portions of the 
disk cams, the said cam-plates being adapted 
to yieldingly engage the pawls, to direct the 
same into the cut-out portions, and spring 
dogs fixed on the frame, and engaging, the sprocket-wheels secured to the. number. 
wheels for preyenting reverse movement of said number-wheels: 

move into engagement with the ratchet 
wheel on the number-wheel carrying the 
awl completing a turn, and a fixed plate 
having spring dogs for the ratchet-wheels and sprig-cins having curved edges cor 
responding in shape to the cut-out portions 
of the disk cams, the said spring-earns yield ingly engaging the pawls aid directing them 
into the cut-out portions of the disk cams. 

3. An adding-machine comprising a frane 
having a table, and numeral plates on the 
table spaced apart to form guideways, a mal: ually-controlled spindle journaled in the said 
franc and normally held agiinst, turning, 

allowing the E. to move into engagement table, and a spring-pressed pawl fulcrumed 

one direction on said spindle, sprocket- - - . an e 
wheels each, turning with a corresponding 5. The combination with a stand having an 
number-wheel, idler sprocket-wheels jour- inclined seat curved at the top and botton; inned in the frame, endless chains passing over of an adding-machine having (Sitsing shaped 
the said sprocket-wiecis, the top, run of the to SER with the said inclined seat and chains traveling over the table and extending removably fitting within the same. . 
in the. guideways formed by the inieri G, The combination with a stand provided 
plates, it ratchet-wheel turning with each with a rack at its rear portion, and having an 
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said sprocket-wheels, the links of each chain 
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inclined recess in its front portion, of an add ing:machine haying a casing containing the 
Egy mechanism, the said casing re movably litting said inclined recess in the 
front of the stand. . 

7. An adding-machine comprising a frame, 
a spindle journaled in the frame, number 
wheels mounted to rotate loosely in one di rection on the said spindle, sprocket-wheels 
secured on the hubs of the number-wheels, a 
shaft fixed in the frame, sprocket chains 
passing over the sprocket-wheels on the hubs 
of the number-wheels and over correspond ing idle sprocket-wheels mounted to turn 
loosely on the said fixed shaft, ratchet 
wheels secured on the hubs of the number 
wheels, a sidewise-extending pawl fulcrumed 
o each number-wheel ES adapted to en 
gage the ratchet-wheel on the hub of the 
next adjacent number-wheel, disk cams se 
cured on the spindle and normally holdin the pawls out of engagement with sai 
ratchet-wheels, each disk cam having a cut 
out portion to allow.the pawl to move into 
engagement with the corresponding ratchet 
wheel, a plate having spring-gams registering 
with the cut-out portions of the disk cams 
for-directing the pawls into the said cut-ost portions, and a plate having spring-dogs en: 
gaging the sprocket-wheels on the hubs of 
the number wheels for preventing reverse 
movement of said number-wheels, the said lates being superimposed and secured to the 

e . 
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8. An adding-machine comprising a frame 
having a table, a spindle mounted in the 
frame adjacent to one end of the table, a se 
ries of number-wheels mounted to turn on said spindle independently of each other, a 
ratchet-wheel on the hub of each number 
wheel, a sprocket-wheel, on the hub of the 
number-wheel between the latter and the 
ritchet-wheel, a pawl carried by each num 
belt-wheel and adapted to engage the ratchet 
wheel on the hub of the next number-wheel 
in the series, disk cams fixed to the spindle 
between the number-wheels and normally 
holding the corresponding pawls out of en 
gagement with the ratchet-wheels, the disk 
carris each having a cut-out portion to per 
mit the pawl to move into engagement with 
the EEE spring-dogs fixed to the 
under side of the table and engaging the 
sprocket-wheels on the hubs of the number 
wheels, and spring-arms also fixed to the un der side of the table and arranged alternately 
to the spring-dogs, the said, spring-arms be 
ing provided at their free ends with cams reg 
istering with the cut-out portions of the disk 
cams, for the purpose set forth. 

In testimony whereof we have signed our 
names to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

OBYOSH. H. KODAMA. 
ABRAHAM I. GANCHER. 

Witnesses: 
THEo. G. HosTER, 
JNo. M. RITTER: . 
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